PRODUCT DATA SHEET

65 GALLON SPILL KITS & REFILLS
L90765, L90765R, L90865, L90865R, L90965, L90965R
Issue: Most plants or fleets that encounter leaks, drips, sprays or spills and are required to maintain a spill
control plan. Potential safety hazards are present around machinery or storage areas where a risk of injury or
chemical reaction is possible.
Solution: Be prepared with a spill control plan that can be implemented with
absorbent products readily available, either to use in case of an emergency, or to
control daily leaks and spills that may occur.

Description: OIL-DRI® offers mobile spill kits designed for universal, haz mat

and oil only applications. These spill kits have all the tools needed for emergency
cleanup! All items come packed in a sturdy overpack. Kits are designed to absorb
up to 65 gallons.
ITEM#

L90965

L90765

L90865R

DESCRIPTION & CONTENTS QTY

L90965 Universal (65 Gallon) Spill Kit
Universal Bonded Pad
‘Super’ Absorbent Sock (48” L)
‘Spill Bomb’ Pillow
Protective Gloves
Goggles
Emergency Response Guidebook
Disposal Bag w/ Tie
L90965R Universal (65 Gallon) Refill Kit
Same contents as L90965 minus
the Overpack. Packaged in a box.
L90865 Oil Only (65 Gallon) Spill Kit
Oil Only Bonded Pad
Absorbent Poly Sock (48” L)
Boom 510
Protective Gloves
Goggles
Emergency Response Guidebook
Disposal Bag w/ Tie
L90865R Oil Only (65 Gallon) Refill Kit
Same contents as L90865 minus
the Overpack. Packaged in a box.
L90765 Haz Mat (65 Gallon) Spill Kit
Haz Mat Bonded Pads
Absorbent Haz Mat Socks (48” L)
Absorbent Haz Mat Pillows
Protective Gloves
Goggles
Hazardous Waste Label
Emergency Response Guidebook
Disposal Bag w/ Tie
L90765R Haz Mat (65 Gallon) Refill Kit
Same contents as L90765 minus
the Overpack. Packaged in a box.

PKG

Overpack
100 (65 gal.)
20
6
1 pair
1
1
6
Box
Overpack
75 (65 gal.)
10
4
1 pair
1
1
6
Box
Overpack
75 (65 gal.)
12
6
1 pair
1
3
1
6
Box

Unused material is suitable for disposal in sanitary landfill. Disposal procedures for used material are based on nature of fluid absorbed.
Please comply with all local, state and federal environmental regulations when disposing of this product.
Oil-Dri is a leader in developing, manufacturing and marketing sorbent products and has been making work environments cleaner and safer for nearly 70 years. With such a rich history,
the Oil-Dri brand is trusted and recognized coast-to-coast. Our offerings include top quality granular absorbents as well as a complete line of synthetic absorbents such as polypropylene
pads, socks, rolls, pillows, booms and emergency response spill kits. The versatility of our product line allows us to provide sorbent solutions for all of your maintenance and safety needs.

